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Introduction 

China and Animal Sentience  
Or, animal welfare, protection   

•Is it a relevant topic? 
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Is China Capable of Change? 

Will China ever warm up to the idea of animal sentience?  

Theories for interpreting Chinese politics: 
•China is China is China is China…… (Barend J. ter Haar ,2002) 

– Chinese eat dogs and cats! That’s what they do.  
•Political culture (Jonathan Spence, 1991) 

– Culture of cruelty 
•Palace Politics (Chou Tang, 1979) 

– Power struggle between different factions 

•Post-socialist developmental state (Peter Evans, 1995; Bruce Cummings, 
1999) 
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Is China Capable of …. 

Theories for interpreting Chinese politics: 
• Post-socialist developmental state  

– an authoritarian state and modernization-oriented 
– Modernization  does NOT mean political openness.  
– Rise of a rank of technocrats 
– Legalization of private production 
– Rise of civil society 
– Influx of foreign ideas in addition to capital and technology 
– State, no pawn to traditional culture.   
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Is China Capable of …. 

Culture is relevant, but not an answer! 
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Is China Capable of …. 

Culture is relevant, but it is not an answer! 
– “Culture of cruelty” is questionable. 

“Please do not say that animals have no emotions. 
They are just like you and me. 

Please do not shoot the bird resting on the tree branch. 
The young are awaiting the safe return of the mother bird.”  

--- Tang Dynasty Poet: Bai Juyi 
 

– Culture is not stagnant! 
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Is China Capable of …. 

What does the theory inform us? 
– Culture is no obstacle to change. 
– Developmental states tolerate culture evolution. 

• Intellectual exploration of new ideas 
• Societal actions on the new ideas 

– Economic growth is above everything! 
• Intellectual and societal activism does not hurt state objectives.  

– No change is allowed to affect economic growth 
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Animal Sentience and 
 Chinese Intellectual Response 

• Qiu Renzhong: “It is time that 
China discuss the issue of animal 
rights” (2002) 

• Li Xiaoxi:  Bear farming is an 
insult to humanity.  

• Mang Ping:  Sentience should be 
the basis of animal protection 
legislation.  

• Chang Jiwen:  Animal protection 
is no roadblock of growth. 
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Animal Sentience and 
 Chinese Intellectual Response 

Reactions from sceptics: 
– Pre-mature 
– Unrealistic 
– “People’s welfare is yet to be protected.” 
Sun Jiang et al, A Study of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals by Law,p.119-123.  

Reactions from opponents: 
– “a shipload of Western trash” 
– “anti-humanity” 
– Neo-imperialism, cultural aggression, terrorism 
– With ulterior motives 
Zhao Nanyuan, 2002, 2009, 2010  http://shc.jdjd.cn/article021007/dongwuql.htm.  
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Animal Sentience and 
 Chinese Intellectual Response 
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From Intellectual Debate to Policy-making 

Animal-related policies in China 
– More than 3,000 laws, regulations, administrative rules 

– The Wildlife Protection Law (1989) 
• No anti-cruelty articles  
• A law for commercial use of wildlife, a property protection law 

– The Animal Husbandry Law (2006) 
• Addressing animal welfare 

– Advisory Directive on Humane Treatment of Experiment Animals 
(2006) 

– Notice on the Creation of a National Experiment Animal Committee 
(2011) 
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From Intellectual Debate to Policy-making 

Animal related policies 
– Some 700 regulations and policies on companion animals 

• Mostly concerning disease control and prevention 
• Urban pet management 
• Nanjing Urban Dog Registration Regulation (2007) 

– Subsidized vaccination, registration, sterilization 
– Rehoming and reuniting abandoned/lost dogs 

– Zoo animals 
• An advisory notice on ending zoo animal performance (2010) 

Anti-cruelty legislative proposals, 2009 and 2010 
• Unofficial proposals  
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Explaining the Intellectual Activism 

Why is the authoritarian regime so “open”? 
– Yes, the 1st non-official exploration of policy options 
– Animal issues, not threatening regime stability like:  

• the East Turkistan separatist movement 
• Human/labour rights aissues 
• Tibetan independence issues 
• Falonggong and religious freedom issues 

–  NGOs staying away from sensitive political issues 
–  emphasizing public health rather than animal welfare 
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Going forward ! 

Let’s not romanticize China! 
– Anson Burlingame on Christianizing China: 
"She invites your merchants, she invites your missionaries, she tells them 

to plant the shining cross on every hill and in every valley, for she is 
hospitable to every argument“ 

Tim Brady, “Anson Burlingame: Diplomat, Orator,”  The Journal of Aviation/Aerospace Ed & 
Research, Vol. 7, No.2, 1997 
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Going forward ! 

Let’s not romanticize China. 
Obstacles to sentience consideration in policy making 

– Regime obsession with stability of the ruling order 
• No disruption of growth (food security) 

– 36 million deaths out of hunger (1959-1961) (Yang, 2009) 
– Embarrassing beggary (1959-1979) (Zhang, 2005) 
– Massive exodus due to hunger (1950-1979) (Chen, 2012) 

Animal agriculture likely to be further intensified 

– Resistance of the business interest 
• Fur animal farming, poverty reduction 
• Livestock industry, 1/3 of rural economy  
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Going forward ! 

• Let’s be optimistic! 
– “The Coming Collapse ” 

type attitude, unhelpful   

• Single-child generation 
• Increased activism 
• Expansion of animal 

protection community 
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Thank you ! 
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